
  Related Perspectives

 The Long View: The Peak in Peaks
3Q21 Commentary: The future for equities and the economy may not be as gloomy as peak monetary policy suggests.

 AOR Update: The More Things Change...
The disappointing August jobs report was primarily due to the Delta variant, but sets up a potential goldilocks scenario for
investors.

 AOR Update: Mid-Cycle Transition No Reason to Sell
Recent economic expansions have lengthened with recessions occurring less frequently, suggesting another extended
period of growth ahead.

 Anatomy of a Recession: 3Q21 Update
Jeff Schulze and Josh Jamner address marginal changes to their bullish economic and market outlook as the expansion
transitions to mid cycle.

 The Long View: Waiting for a Pullback?
2Q21 Commentary: A strong macro outlook and resurgent buybacks point to any weakness as a buying opportunity.
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ClearBridge's Anatomy of a Recession team, Investment Strategist Jeff Schulze and Investment Strategy Analyst Josh Jamner,
debate the key recession indicators to watch with the U.S. economy at a crossroads and the importance of monetary policy in
determining whether the current yellow signal on the ClearBridge Recession Risk Dashboard worsens into a recession or merely
signals a temporary slowdown.  
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